
Item Per/day Weekend Week
Backpack $10 $15 $30
Bear hang system (rope, bag, carabiners) $10 $15 $20
Bear-resistent food canister (Garcia) $12 $18 $24
Bouldering/crash pad $16 $24 $32
Camp chair - backpacking (Crazy Creek-style) $5 $8 $10
Canoe (16' or 17' Royalex) - includes paddles, PFDs 

and tie-downs N/A N/A N/A
Canopy - 20'x30' w/ metal poles $60 $90 $120
Climbing shoes $10 $15 $20
Compass $6 $9 $12
Cook kit (spatula, cutting board, knife, etc.) $16 $24 $32
Cooler $10 $15 $20
Dry bag $14 $21 $28
First aid kit $16 $24 $32
Frisbee golf discs (incl. putter, mid-range, driver) $4 $6 $8
Frying pan $4 $6 $8
Ground cloth $4 $6 $8
Headlamp $6 $9 $12
Hiking boots $12 $18 $24
Kayak - 12' recreational (includes paddle, PFD and tie-

downs) N/A N/A N/A
Lantern $5 $8 $10
"Loo kit" (includes trowel, TP, hand sanitizer) $4 $6 $8
Map $2 $3 $4
Mountain bike (includes helmet) N/A N/A N/A
Pot set (2L/1.5L and 1.5L/1L available) $5 $8 $10
Rain jacket $10 $15 $20
Rain pant $10 $15 $20
Repair Kit $12 $18 $24
Rope (non-climbing) $5 $8 $10
Slack line (50') $10 $15 $20
Sleeping bag (w/ stuff sack) $20 $30 $40
Sleeping pad $6 $9 $12
Snow shovel (lightweight/adjustable) $6 $9 $12
Snow sled $4 $6 $8
Snowshoes (one size) $15 $23 $30
Stove - 2-burner table-top (incl. fuel) $10 $15 $20
Stove - backpacking (incl. fuel) $7 $11 $14
Stuff sack $3 $5 $6
Tarp - 12' (sleeps 1-4) $14 $21 $28
Tarp - 16' (sleeps 1-10) $16 $24 $32
Tent - 1 person $14 $21 $28
Tent - 2 person $15 $23 $30

Equipment Rental - Community Pricing



Tent - 4 person $20 $30 $40
Tent - 4 person lightweight "Mid" - Rain-fly and Bug tent $40 $60 $80
Tent - 4 person lightweight "Mid" - Rain-fly only $24 $36 $48
Tent - 5 person $20 $30 $40
Thermos - 68 oz. (large) $6 $9 $12
Thin cord ("P-cord") $2 $3 $4
Water bladder/Dromedary (6 Liter) $10 $15 $20
Water bottle - 1 liter $4 $6 $8
Water bucket - lightweight/collapsible $6 $9 $12
Water filter - gravity - 4L (good for groups) $26 $39 $52
Water filter - pump (1-4 people) $14 $21 $28
Water jug (7 gal) $10 $15 $20
Water treatment - Polar Pur (iodine) $6 $9 $12
Whistle $2 $3 $4
Yak Trax $8 $12 $16


